
 

EDUCATIONAL VISITS  WOW FACTOR! SUPPORTING YOUR CHILD’S HOME LEARNING 

A visit from the Florence Nightingale 
Museum 

WOW FACTOR  
A visit from the Florence Nightingale 
Museum 
Role play Scutari hospital- nurses 
and soldiers 

Book folders need to be brought to school every day. Your child will change their books throughout the week. Home Learning will focus on: 
Reading every day to an adult and make a comment in their reading record books  
Practicing letter sounds and spellings with an adult each week 
Literacy and Numeracy activities, usually practical, every 2 weeks  
Practical activities such as PE to reinforce learning at school  
PE bags to be brought in and left for the half-term  Water bottles should be brought in on a daily basis 

 

Year 2  This half term our topic is  ‘Heroes and Heroines’     

LITERACY NUMERACY 
Understanding English, communication and languages 

 
To write Stories with familiar settings 
To write a variety of poems, with poetic lines, patterns, idea combinations 

To write simple Instructions 

To write instructions containing diagrams 

Mathematical understanding 
To be able to:  
To understand the value of each digit in a 2/3 digit number 
To be able to add on an ENL 
To be able to subtract on an ENL 
To be able to solve worded problems, involving addition and subtraction  
To find a fraction of a quantity  
To be able to multiply on an ENL using repeated addition 
To be able to divide on an ENL using repeated subtraction 
To have quick recall of the 2,5,10 times tables  
 

SCIENCE COMPUTING HISTORY/GEOGRAPHY ART/DESIGN TECHNOLOGY 

Scientific and technological understanding 
 To discuss how medicines have changed 

 
 

ICT opportunities: 
Switched on ICT: ‘We are time travellers’ 
create 
To create their own historical animation. 
To set up their animation background, 
either 
Using one from the CD-ROM, or by 
producing their own. 
To combine their sounds with their 
animation. 
 
 
 

Historical, geographical and social understanding 
 To create a timeline of important events in 

Florence Nightingale’s Life 
 To write a biography about Florence 

Nightingale 
 To compare hospital conditions 
 To evaluate my work 

 

 Understanding the arts (Art and Design 
Technology) 

 To design a front cover for the 
project book 

 To use the grid drawing method to 
create portraits using various 
mediums, including charcoal 

 To critically evaluate own art work 
 

 
 

PHYSICAL EDUCATION PSHE MUSIC RELIGIOUS EDUCATION 

To understand the importance of warming up and cooling down. 
Real PE sessions: to develop agility, balance and coordination 
To focus on different ways of travelling 
To explore ways of curling and stretching different body parts 
To explore different ways of balancing 
To explore various ways of rolling 
To compose a sequence 
To perform and evaluate own performance and the performance of 
others 
 

To recognise that they belong to 
various groups and communities, such 
as family and school 
To begin to understand the uniqueness 
of themselves 
To understand how to respond 
appropriately to situations 
To know about people that help them 
To begin to understand ways of dealing 
with bereavement and loss 
To know rules for, and ways of, keeping 
safe, including basic fire safety 
 

To understand and identify a steady beat 
To be able to keep a steady beat 
To explain what pitch and rhythm means 
To identity the pitch and rhythm in a piece of music 
To perform to an audience using different instruments 

 

Islam 
To know what Muslims believe 
To understand how Muslim’s pray  
To know where Muslims worship 
To know that washing before prayer is 
important 
To know that Muslims face in the direction of 
the Ka’aba in Mecca. 
To know the call prayer is named the Adhan. 
To know that Adhan is very special to Muslims  
To know the different features of a Mosque. 
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